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Has Mathematics Hijacked the Speed of Light?

ABSTRACT
In this illustrated essay I hope to demonstrate how the speed of light, 'c', is
constant, regardless of the motion of the source, or of the 'inertial reference
frame' of the observers, without the requirement of time or length contraction
for its explanation.
With the following diagrams, the passage of light is observed by a fast
travelling observer, and by two other observers, in this case, considered as
being 'static'.
I am not a mathematician and, to be honest, do not trust equations that
include letters that can represent any number, even although I can see that
this allows generalisations to be made over many circumstances.
Instead of using 'v' or 'x' or 't' etc, to discuss the position of a space ship in
time and space in a generalised way, I plot out precise positions on a graph
where there can be no concerns about the use of 'complex numbers'
Has Mathematics Hijacked the Speed of Light?
Before Einstein created the Special Theory of Relativity, Henrik Lorentz
created the Lorentz Transformation equations for studying electromagnetic
phenomena. Einstein realised that these same equations could be used to
explain physical occurrences, so included them in his famous theory.
However, if the velocity of an object is equal to 'c' the Lorentz factor is a
complex number and the transformations make no sense because they are
complex valued. I believe, and show in these graphs, that space and time
coordinates are measurable quantities and numerically must be real, not
imaginary units

.
Einstein assumed that only two observers need be considered to assist in the
explanation of events that occur at, or near, the speed of light, and used this
parameter to explain time and space dilation. Unfortunately any logical and
straightforward interpretation of such events was overlooked.
It will be seen that, in this thesis, the length of the rocket is unimportant as is
any consideration of simultaneity, as every event is solely locked to the Speed
of Light and all times are directly related to the date on Earth.
Location
The imaginary planet Zog is exactly one light-year apart from Earth.
Dividing the distance between Earth and Zog there are 'markers' (inverted red
arrows) delineating the twelve month intervals that 'c' takes to cross the void.
Event
A spaceship is travelling from Earth to Zog at an average speed of 1/2 'c'.
It left Earth in January 2016.
The acceleration required to escape Earth's gravity occurred for just a few
hours (when the astronaut was in a non inertial frame). However this
comparably short event can be discounted over the year of constant speed
travel.
Various flashes of light can be emitted from sources on the spacecraft and
from either planet. Although the light from each flash extends in all directions,
I am only interested in that part of the light that interacts with the protagonists.
We do not need to put a specific number to the speed of light as we are only
dealing with 'c' and percentages of 'c'.
Cast
There are two astronomers, one on Earth and one on Zog. Both are equipped
with telescopes capable of seeing into deep space.
Strictly speaking the Earth's frame is a non inertial frame due to its rotation,
but for all practical purposes we treat the Earth and Zog as Inertial frames of
Reference for these two characters.
There is one astronaut aboard the rocket. As this craft is travelling at a nonaccelerating speed we can consider the astronaut, also, to be in an Inertial
frame of Reference.
Given
A flash of light from Earth will be able to be seen by the astronomer on Zog
exactly one year after its emission from Earth, and vice-versa.

The rocket, with an average speed of 1/2 'c' will take exactly two years to
reach Zog.
The light from the take-off flash, on Earth, will be seen on Zog after one year
from take-off.
The landing of the space craft on Zog can be witnessed on Earth 3 years after
take-off from Earth.
All the above should be incontestable if we believe in 'c' and how far it can
travel in what time frame.

Diagram 1; This shows, in Frame 1, a beam of light, emitted by a flash of light
on Earth which travels towards Zog, such that an astronomer there will
witness it exactly one year after its emission from Earth.

Frame two shows a travelling rocket, averaging half 'c', and taking exactly two
years to arrive at Zog.

Diagram 2; Here we add three additional frames. In frame 3 the spaceship,
still averaging 'c', emits a pulse of light, aimed towards Zog, whilst crossing
the fourth space 'marker'.
The space ship is at September 2016 Earth time, as it has been in flight 8
months.
A flash from Earth emitted only 4 months after the ship's take-off would be at
the same point in space, travelling at full 'c'. (shown in frame 1, space 'marker'
May 2016).
From the blue line we can see that the flash from the ship, emitted at this
point, will be visible on Zog in May 2017, (having passed eight space
'markers' for light).
It can be seen, that to fulfil the properties of 'c, the speed of the emitted light
from the spaceship cannot possibly be influenced by the speed of the ship
itself.

Here the astronaut will appreciate that the flash is travelling away from him at
'c' and the astronomer on Zog will also appreciate the flash's speed as 'c', as it
takes 8 months to reach him from that particular position of the rocket.
In frame 4 we consider the effects of that same light flash from the rocket on
the astronomer on Earth.
The rocket has been travelling away from Earth at 1/2 'c' for 8 months, and at
'c' the flash takes only 4 months to travel back to Earth.
The Earth date for the rocket, we have said, is September 2016.
With the additional 4 months for the flash's light to reach earth we have an
Earth date of January 2017.
If we should add the light beam time to Zog at this moment, to the light beam
time to Earth we have 12 months. It can be seen that all dates and times are
completely consistent.
Now we consider frame 5, where, immediately on receipt of the rocket's flash
of light on Earth, another Earth bound flash is triggered, again focussed on
the distant travelling ship.
After 4 months (now Earth date May 2017) that light pulse is at the point
where the rocket was, when it emitted its own pulse.
However, during that 4 months, the craft itself has continued travelling
forwards and is now at its own space 'marker' of May 2017.
When the light beam reaches that 4 month position, in September 201,7 the
spacecraft is still ahead (at its space 'marker' September 2017.)
In fact the moment when the light beam's position in space actually coincides
with the rocket's position in space, having finally caught up with the ship, is
when they meet at /on Zog.
We can easily see from this diagram that the flash of light from Earth (frame
5) has taken exactly 12 months to be seen on Zog, (as in frame 1) and the
space craft has taken exactly 24 months to arrive at Zog. (as in frame 2)

Diagram 3. frame 6. Here the rocket emits a flash 14 months into its travel.
For the rocket, the Earth date is March 2017.
The pulse of light will take 5 months at 'c' to be seen on Zog. (August 2017)
The pulse of light will take 7 months at 'c' to be seen on Earth. (July 2017.)
The total time for the pulse of light to be seen by both recipients is 12 months.
The rocket has still 10 months of travel ahead of it. Its total travel time remains
at 2 years.

Now let's turn our attention to the astronauts perception of pulses of light
travelling between the two planets.
In Diagram 4, frame 7 we see a rocket that has been travelling for 5 months. It
is June 2016 on Earth and for the astronaut.
At this time flashes of light occur on both Earth and Zog. Light, of course,
spreads in all directions from its source, but we are interested only on that that
passes the spacecraft.

Diagram 4. Pulses emitted from Earth and Zog.
The flash from Earth, occurring in June 2016, occurs when the rocket is 5
months into its 24 month journey. Whilst the Earth flash approaches the
rocket, the craft is still propelling itself forward.
The Earth pulse catches up with and passes the rocket in November 2016.
From the diagram one can see that both the light pulse date and the rocket's
trip date coincide with the Earth date.
Meanwhile the flash from Zog (emitted at the same time as the flash from
Earth) is still approaching the rocket, having further to travel than the flash
from Earth.
The Zog flash passes the rocket, at a rocket's 'marker' showing a date of
around mid December 2016.
This, again, coincides with the six and a half months of light travel from Zog
which left Zog in June 2016, once more giving us the same date as on Earth,
of mid December 2016.
The pulse from Earth has taken 5 months to reach the ship.
The ship travels for a further 0.65 months before the pulse from Zog passes it.
The pulse from Zog has taken 6.35 months to reach this point.
These 3 figures add to give 12 months, completely commensurate with 'c' and
completely commensurate with where the rocket is found in space.

Now let's consider all the observers' understanding of the speed of the light
which is manifested to them as a particular pulse. Both astronauts appreciate
that the flash is at 'c' as it has taken exactly 12 months to reach them both
from the separate sources.
The astronaut may look out of a porthole, and he too must see both the
passing light and his emitted light as travelling at 'c'.
As we know, light travels at 'c' regardless of the motion of its source, and we
can see, quite clearly, from frame 6, that light speed, as drawn, does conform
to this, in order to reach Zog and Earth, as shown in the full diagram 3.
Regardless of the speed of the rocket, the flash, from the rocket, speeds away
at 'c' towards its destination.
The light passing the rocket in diagram 4, also is shown to be travelling at 'c',
and this is regardless of the astronaut's perception of its apparent speed
compared with his own speed of 1/2 'c'.

CONCLUSION
Can we trust mathematics to answer questions about a) the time frame of
high speed objects, b) about the possibilities in space travel or c) about the
properties of light itself?
I think, no!
The common, present-day idea that, at high speed, we can visit far distant
stars in a matter of only a few years, and the oddly accepted paradox of the
twins, whereby a space-travelling sister can return to Earth years younger
than that of her stay-at-home brother, are all supported by complex maths.
If we try to visualise the logistics of these conundrums, as we have above, we
find that they are not conundrums at all, but actually straightforward events
now obscured by unnecessary confusions born of complex mathematics.
The Lorentz Transformations describe how measurements related to events
in space and time by two observers, in inertial frames, moving at a constant
velocity with respect to one another, are related. They maintain that observers
moving at different velocities may measure different distances and a different
time frame.
My graphs above disagree.

Einstein's theory of Relativity expanded on this, maintaining that an accurate
clock at rest** with respect to one observer ( in my case one or another of the
astronomers) may be measured to tick at a different rate when compared to a
second observer's (my astronaut) own equally accurate clocks.
My graphs refute these unnecessary complications.
** Ignoring Galileo's dictum, that; “In any given situation or in any
circumstances, there is no way of deciding who is really stationary.”
Should 'time and distance dilation' actually be a correct phenomena, graphs
like mine above would be impossible to draw, as the gaps and intervals for
time, space and distance would all be of differing measurements and the
properties of 'c' would no longer have any meaning.
Mathematical equations use letters to represent any number, such that, after
the equals sign, the resulting values can be accounted for.
Here;

where t, x, y, z are the spacetime coordinates used to define events in one
frame, and t′, x′, y′, z′ are the coordinates in another frame.
My way of explaining various events is to show the spacecraft in diverse but
particular positions, allowing conclusions to be drawn about time, distance
and space.
It can be seen that my spacecraft can be placed anywhere in the graph and
all associated events will always match.
What if we apply the measurements of the time, distance and velocities of my
graphs into the Lorentz / Einstein equations? Will time dilation or the maths be
disproved?
Finally- a quick mention of flawed 'proofs' of time dilation actually accepted by
many physicists.
As I outlined in my earlier essay "Repudiating time dilation and other
fallacies", the physics that has been used to prove time dilation is highly
questionable. I am not the first to find faults with such 'proving' experiments.
The flaws in the Ives and Stilwell experiment are explained here;
http://www.mrelativity.net/MBriefs/Ives_Stilwell_Exp_Flawed_P1.htm

Problems arising from the results of the Michael Morley experiment are given
here;
https://www.physicsforums.com/threads/michelson-morley-experimentrevisited.26231/
The faulty reasoning behind Rossi and Hall's experiment coincide with
the deficient results of similar research at Cern and Brookhaven. All of which
employ the known decay time of accelerated muons.
Rossi and Hall compared the population of cosmic-ray produced muons at a
mountain top with those discovered at sea level. It was seen that the muons
did not decay at a rate predicted by their short life expectancy over the
additional distance travelled. The muons extended life span, Rossi and Hall
claimed, was due to time dilation.
The Cern and Brookhaven results for the extended life span of a near light
speed muon was also alleged to be due to time dilation.
As I explained in " "Repudiating time dilation and other fallacies" that, as an
object increases in speed, so does the amount of energy that it has, this
energy is what is referred to as ‘the increase in (inertial) mass’ The extra
mass taken on by the high speed muon clearly takes an additional time to
decay, thus extending the muon's life-span.
My drawings above obey all the constraints and properties of 'c', so why
invent something as inconsistent as 'time and space dilation'. Maybe it's
mathematics that is providing us with the wrong answers!
Clive Tickner.

